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Abstract 

Visual localization of a robot is to determine the location using visual input from a camera. We present in this 
article a new visual localization algorithm to find the robot location with respect a visual route map stored as a 
video sequence.  The sequence of the current and past images is matched to the map, i.e. the reference image 
sequence, to produce the best match of the current image. The image sequence matching is achieved by measuring 
the similarity between the two image sequences using the dynamic time warping (DTW) algorithm. The DTW 
algorithm employs Dynamic Programming (DP) to calculate the distance (the cost function) between the two 
image sequences. Consequently, the output of the alignment process is an optimal match of each image in the 
current image sequence to an image in the reference one. Our proposed DTW matching algorithm is suitable to 
be used with a wide variety of engineered features, they are SIFT, HOG, LDP in particular. The proposed DTW 
algorithm is compared to other recognition algorithms like Support Vector Machine (SVM) and Binary- 
appearance Loop-closure (ABLE) algorithm. The datasets used in the experiments are challenging and 
benchmarks, they are commonly used in the literature of the visual localization. These datasets are the” Garden 
point”, “St. Lucia”, and “Nordland”. The experimental observations have proven that the proposed technique 
can significantly improve the performance of all the used descriptors like HOG, LDB, and SIFT. The performance 
of these features is compared to the case of using the proposed DTW instead of the classical nearest neighbor. In 
addition, it was able to the SVM and ABLE localization algorithm. 

Keywords: Visual localization, Image sequence matching, Dynamic programming. 

1. Introduction 

The visual localization techniques belong to the content-based image retrieval algorithms. It 
can be used for visual localization, also called Place recognition, by using the available 
reference sequence (experience(s) of the robot) to determine the appropriate response for the 
current observation. In addition, the significant improvements in the visual localization topic, 
leads to increase the attention of the robotics community [1-4]. Fig. 1 depicts the main 
components of the visual localization process. The main two components are the feature 
extraction and the localization algorithms.  We propose in this work a localization algorithm 
that is based on DP, and test it with different feature extraction methods. 
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Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the visual localization (place recognition) process showing the 
different components and links between them. 

There are several works in the literature on visual localization and place recognition. They 
mainly focus on matching two or more image sequences for the purpose of localizing the object 
in the environment. The work called FabMap that is presented in [5], SeqSLAM presented [1], 
the Flow networks based algorithm presented in [6], and ABLE [7], [8] are example of the 
pioneering works in the topic of visual localization. 

Several attempts on localization with respect to visual map that is represented using sequences 
of images are reported in the literature. These attempts include visual localization in crowded 
environment [9], [10], experience based navigation for long-term localization [11], [12], and 
summarizing the map of experiences for long-term localization [13]. Other methods like 
RTAB-Map [14], [15] focus on memory management to satisfy the real time conditions. 

The contribution of this paper is mainly a novel visual localization algorithm that uses image 
sequence alignment for localizing mobile robots. In this work, the sequence matching and 
alignment is done using the Dynamic Time Warping (DTW). In addition, a set of common 
handcrafted features used to compare the proposed algorithm with two of the-state-of-the-art 
algorithms. These are the ABLE and SVM ones. The validation process for the developed 
approach and the experimental study were performed using some common benchmark datasets. 

2. Review of Previous Works 

The RTAB-Map presented in [14], [15] works fine with the loop closure problem solving issues 
like when the map is large enough to slow the system down. RTAB-Map track SURF features 
using discrete Kalman filter without dealing with processes of matching and retrieving multiple 
images which are the core of our proposals. Our main focus, in contrast, is on localization in 
environments that show considerable changes in its representation. 

FabMap localization algorithm system [16] is topological pure image retrieval that use 
probabilistic model to update the vocabulary of the image retrieval. Image retrieval techniques 
are borrowed from computer vision community [17] in which a set of selected features are 
stored in a dictionary of vocabularies, while the reference images are sorted using inverted 
index techniques. In particular, the inverted index is updated to accommodate new positively 
observed features. FabMap is a data driven approach to calculate the observation likelihood. It 
uses a bag-of-word of SIFT features model to describe the distinctiveness of each feature during 
the learning stage. There still is a scalability problem with bag-of-words model since it needs 
large number of vocabularies for larger environments. 
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Visual localization in crowded environment from multiple experiences was proposed in [9], 
[10]. The work addresses the case where the vehicle frequently visits the same environment 
updating it’s a priori knowledge after each visit. A bag-of-words model along with a weighted 
inverted index are employed as a map of the considered environment. The aim was to learn 
useful visual features and visually stable features that are static in the environment by assigning 
a weight to each feature. In this work, the visual map is suggested to store several reference 
image sequences since cyclic appearance changes require more than one representation model. 

Long-term localization is achieved based on visual experience as presented in [12]. The visual 
experiences here are stored as a series of visual odometry data attached to a sequence of visual 
images. A new experience is created and stored after each visit to non-recognized place. This 
is noted as failure of all localizer which are associated with the multiple experiences stored in 
the map. The experiences are connected to each other via GPS priors or geometric consistency 
among image frames. However, they do not systematically explore the connectivity between 
experiences. Hence, a few nodes are connected in each experience depends on whether an 
accurate GPS data is available or not for example. 

Multiple experiences case is also considered in [11]. Here, a probabilistic cost map is created 
in a self-supervised manner using a Gaussian process. Multiple representations of the 
environment in the visual map are used here to describe the travers-ability of the environment 
rather than to localize the robot. The Gaussian process model is successfully used to plan a path 
for the robot through traversable areas.  A summary map is proposed in [18] as a solution for 
the mapping from multiple sequences problem, in which scoring functions are used, similarly 
to [9], [10], to update the summary map after every arrival of new experience. The scoring 
function is used to evaluate the usefulness of the landmarks and trajectory segments. Those 
have high score are retained in the summary map while others are forgotten. However, these 
methods represent fine-grained information about the environment, but do not consider any 
appearance aspects since it does not store whole image information, that what is done in our 
proposal.  

FabMap considers the localization problem as a visual loop closure problem. On the other hand, 
the SeqSLAM algorithm [1] using and searching all possible visual maps matching to solve the 
localization problem. Overall, the variations of view and camera poses can badly affect the 
performance of such a technique. A recent impressive visual localization using sequence 
matching and consider the problem as an alignment of two sequences of images were presented 
in [6]. This approach works on minimizing the cost of the high computational complexity flow 
network. In more details, it uses the ABLE algorithm [7], to represent the sequences of images 
as binary code, then, the effect of changes in appearance while taking the images was reduced 
using the Illumination invariance color. 

Recently, SVM was able to archive a good performance as a classifier in many filed such as 
object classification, image matching, etc. In [19], some vision-based techniques for visual 
place recognition were introduced. First, an image salience generation was adapted to improve 
the single image-based matching. Then, the Support Vector Machines (SVMs) was used to filter 
the outliers from both the reference and test datasets. In [20] the Kernel Principal Component 
Analysis (KPCA) was used to extract the image features. In more details, the SIFT features 
from a given image is extracted, then, the minimum Euclidean is used to find the distance 
between the extracted features and the visual codebook that was constructed offline by K-
means. In the approach of [20], SVM was used for data analysis as a classifier. In [21], both 
HOG and LBP were used for visual localization. 
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3. Dynamic Programming and Dynamic Time Warping  

DP aims at solving the problem in hand by combining the individual solutions to smaller 
problems that are sub problems of the original problem [22]. DP efficiently solves such 
subproblems when these subproblems overlap. In other words, when these subproblems are 
sharing another lower level subproblems like subsubproblems, and so on. A DP algorithm 
provide a solution to each of these subsubproblem, which is stored in a table matrix to avoid 
solving the same individual problem again. 

The DTW algorithm has applications in several areas. Its applications are increasing since it 
was first introduced and developed in the 60s and 70s of the last century till today. Its 
application was initially explored to solve the speech recognition problem [23], [24], but it 
currently has applications in topics like: online and offline handwriting and signature 
verification [25], [26], sign language recognition [27], mining and searching databases of time 
series [28], [29], image understanding and computer graphics [30], surveillance [31], matching 
protein sequences in bioinformatics [32], and music applications [33]. 

DTW algorithm has become much popular his efficient solutions to the time series problems. 
It measures the similarity between two sequences by minimizing a cost function in order to 
detect their shape similarity over different times, i.e. they have different phases. 

Let us have two time sequences 𝑋 = 𝑥$, 𝑥&, … , 𝑥(	 , where 𝑛 ∈ 𝑁 and 𝑌 = 𝑦$, 𝑦&, … , 𝑦/	 , 
where  𝑚 ∈ 𝑁. Here, 𝑁 is the group of natural numbers. DTW produces an optimal solution 
with a time complexity in the order of 𝑂 𝑀𝑁 .  The data sequences must be sampled evenly at 
a uniform basis, so sometimes a resampling stage in the feature space is needed. 

To compare these two different sequences 𝑋 and 𝑌 using DTW, we need to use a local distance 
measure between two values 𝑥3, 𝑦4 each from one sequence. This distance can be defined as a 
function 𝐷(𝑥3, 𝑦4) ∈ 𝑅, where 𝑅 is the real numbers. The value of the distance function between 
two elements from the sequences 𝑋 and 𝑌 is smaller when they are more similar, and is larger 
when they are more different. Since DTW is a Dynamic Programming based algorithm, it is 
more convenient to call this distance function as the “cost function”. Consequently, the process 
of finding the optimal alignment between the two sequences is becoming the arranging of the 
two sequences by optimizing the cost function. 

3.1. Sequence Alignment using DTW 

In this subsection, the mechanism of aligning the main two image sequences is explained. One 
of the sequences is 𝑌 = 𝑦4  that is the reference one, here 𝑗 = 1,… ,𝑚	 , and the second 
sequence is the test that denoted by 𝑋 = 𝑥3   where 𝑖 = 1,… , 𝑛	 , this process uses the DTW, 
and as a first step, we build the cost matrix 𝐶. In general, as shown in Equation (2), the elements 
of the distance matrix are accumulated to obtain the cost matrix. Note that  n represent the 
lengths of test sequence and  𝑚 the lengths of the reference sequence. 

In DTW, matrix 𝐶 refers to the cumulative distance, i.e., 𝐷 i, j + 𝑀𝑐𝑑, where 𝐷 i, j  is the 
distance between currently matching two images. The 𝑀𝑐𝑑 i, j  is the smaller distance 𝐷 i, j 	 
among the images in surrounding neighborhood. It can formulated as in Equation (1): 
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                                            𝑀𝑐𝑑 i, j = min
𝐷 i − 1, j
𝐷 i, j − 1

𝐷 i − 1, j − 1
,                                      (1) 

Then, the cost matrix 𝐶 is filled by dynamic programming by implying the following relation: 

                                               𝐶	 i, j = 	𝐷 i, j + 𝑀𝑐𝑑 i, j 	                                                     (2) 

After filling the matrix 𝐶, the optimal path 𝑃 = 𝑝G , where 𝑘 = 1,… , 𝐿	 	is found by DTW. 
Hence, whenever images 𝑥 𝑖G  and 𝑦 𝑗G  are found to be a part of the optimal path 𝑃, they are 
represented by 𝑝G = 𝑖G, 𝑗G . 

It is worth mentioning that by back-tracing the matrix 𝐶 and choosing the lowest cumulative 
distance of the previous elements we define what is called the optimal path. Hence, by 
minimizing the following function, we can obtain the optimal path, i.e., the path through the 
elements of the matrix 𝐶 . These matrix elements have the minimum accumulated cost values 
𝐶	 i, j . 

Q P = 𝐶 𝑖L, 𝑗LM
LN$                                          (3) 

For more details about DTW, the reader is referred to [24], [34] and [35]. Fortunately, even 
after integrating the DTW, the complexity of our approach is reasonable as compared with other 
existing approaches and as compared with the improvement that has been archived by 
integrating the DTW. In other words, complexity equals 𝑂 𝑚×𝑢 , whereas mentioned before 
m is the lengths of the reference sequence and u is the number of images in the optimal path. 
As a result, since 𝑢 is much less than 𝑛, DTW decreases the number of required comparisons. 
However, the complexity of Flow network algorithm, the well common another matching 
algorithm, is estimated as 𝑂(𝑛×𝑚).    In more details, the redaction in the complexity came 
from the sequential nature that applied by DTW, i.e., when a test image arrives let say 𝑥 𝑖 , it 
will be compared with the sequence of reference images which has the same or lager index 
𝑗, where	j >= i . It is worth mentioning that in this work the vehicle can move forward only, 

and allowing the vehicle to other directions can be done as future work. The diagram of the 
proposed sequence method is shown in Fig. 2.  
 

 
(a)         (b) 

Fig. 2. This figure shows calculating the cost matrix element C (i, j) for matching mage xi with 
reference image yj in (a), while the corresponding optimal matching path is shown in (b). 
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4. Sequence Matching Method for Visual Localization  

In general, image matching/alignment has been used frequently for visual place recognition, 
however, its efficiency and execution time can be effected by the size of the used visual dataset 
and it is impractical for processing large visual datasets. In this paper, we have solved this 
problem by integrating the DTW into the image matching/alignment [24].  

4.1. Image Features Presentation and their Distances  

Three of the most popular handcrafted descriptors are used. These are the local difference 
binary features (LDB), the scale-invariant feature transform (SIFT), and  the histogram of 
gradient (HOG), however, any other descriptor(s) can be integrated into the proposed algorithm. 
The used descriptors is summarized in the following: 

SIFT: This descriptor work on detecting the image's key points which can be considered as the 
most important regions. Then, the appearance of these key points is characterized by a 3-D 
spatial histogram. 

HOG: This descriptor starts by dividing the image into small squared cells, where each cell is 
then represented by a histogram of oriented gradients. Then the block-wise pattern is used to 
normalize the results obtained from the previous step.  

LDB: This descriptor represents each image by a binary string. It firstly extracts the patches 
from the image. After that, the differences in the gradient and intensityare tested used to find 
the binary string. This process is done for a pairs of grid cells for each patch.  

Based on the above, the distance between the feature vectors are given as 

                                𝐷(i, j) 	= 	𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒(xi, yj) = 1 − \]^ . \`^
\]^ . \`a

                                              (4) 

Here, the vectors 	𝐴𝑥3 and 𝐴𝑦3  are extracted from images 𝑥3 and 𝑦4. Also, the element 
𝐷 i, j 	represents the distance between matching the test image 𝑥3 and the reference image 𝑦4.  

It is worth mentioning that related to the LDB descriptor, as it produces a binary vector, it has 
been proven that it is preferred to use Hamming distance with LDB. Hence, we have used the 
Hamming distance to represent the distance matrix 𝐷 i, j 	whenever LDB is used in this study, 
Hamming distance is given as 

                                         𝐷(i, j) 	= 	𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒(𝑥3, 𝑦4) = 𝐴𝑥3⊕𝐴𝑦3                                                    (5) 

Finally, independent of the selected cost function, as soon as the elements of 	𝐷 i, j  are 
calculated, the same steps will be allows used by DTW  for the alignment. 

5. Experimental Study 

Several experiments have been conducted in order to evaluate the performance of the proposed 
algorithm using different data sets. They are namely “St. Lucia” [36], “Nordland" [37], and the 
“Garden point'' dataset. We compare the performance of the proposed algorithm with two of 
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the recent similar works, they are SVM and ABLE in particular. Besides, the LDB, SIFT, and 
HOG handcrafted features are used in these experiments.  

5.1. Datasets and Evaluation 

The “St. Lucia" dataset has been recorded using a webcam that is fixed to a car along a selected 
route across the St. Lucia suburb. The dataset was collected during ten runs. The route was 
visited five times in the early morning and the afternoon to show the difference in appearance. 
The same visits are repeated later after two weeks. 

The Nordland dataset contains four video sequences each of which is recorded using a camera 
fixed to a train during its 10 hours trip during a train journey in a different season. Garden point 
dataset consists of three series of images collected at the Queensland campus. Two of the series 
(Day Left and Day Right) were collected at day, but with slightly different viewpoint, the third 
one (Night Right) collected at night with the same pose of the (Day Right). Each of these series 
consists of 200 images where the labels of images represent the correspondence between the 
series. 

The performance of our proposed DTW algorithm is analyzed and quantified using the 
precision-recall curve (PRC). The curve is obtained after finding the best matches between the 
current and reference sequence, and then calculate the number of true positives, false positives, 
and false negatives. Then, the precision is according to 

                                                     	𝑃 = de
defge

,                                                                          (6) 

and the recall value is given as   

                                                       𝑅 = de
defgh

 .                                                                             (7) 

 In our analysis, a positive match is considered when the distance 𝐷 i, j 	is smaller than a given 
threshold 𝑡. If the distance is larger, we consider the match as a negative match. 

5.2. Experiments and Results Analysis 

In the following subsections we present our experiments outcomes. The three algorithms, i.e. 
DTW, ABLE and the SVM are evaluated using three types of features which are the HOG, 
SIFT, and LDB binary features. In these experiments, we have resized the image frames to a 
single unified dimensions. The size of the grid of HOG feature descriptor is set to 32 x 32, while 
a 128 bins are used for representing SIFT descriptor and a total of 40 SIFT features points are 
extracted. In addition, the OpenCV library was used to implement DTW and HOG, SIFT 
descriptors with python programming language. The source code provided by OpenABLE [1] 
was used to obtain the LDB features. 

5.3. Experiments using “Nordland” Dataset 

We present in this section the experimentation using the “Nordland" dataset, where the 
“Summer” and “Winter” sequences were used in these experiments. Two experiments were 
mainly conducted using this dataset. 
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Fig. 3. Examples of pair images from the three datasets used in our experimentation. They are the “St. 

Lucia”, “Garden point'', and “Nordland" datasets from top down. 

 
Fig. 4. Using the “Nordland" Dataset, the performance of HOG and SIFT using a nearest neighbor 

model is compared to the one using the, HOG-DTW and SIFT-DTW, i.e. using the proposed DTW. 
The precision-recall curve is used to quantify the performance. 

5.3.1. Experiment 1 

The performance of using the DTW algorithm along with HOG and SIFT was explored in this 
experiment using the “Nordland" dataset. The PRC is found using SIFT and HOG in a nearest 
neighbor model. In other words the best similar HOG or SIFT feature vector is used to classify 
the image from the test sequence to its matching frame from the reference sequence. After that 
the curve is found by applying the DTW to the image sequences represented by the HOG and 
the SIFT descriptors. Fig. 4 shows these PRCs. 

As shown in Fig. 4, using the DTW algorithm has shown higher precision values for all recall 
values. The threshold between true or false positive matches is set to 1 frame. 
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Fig. 5. Using the “Nordland" Dataset, the performance of DTW and ABLE algorithms is compared 

using the three types of features, HOG, SIFT, and LDB. The precision-recall curves is used to quantify 
the performance. 

5.3.2. Experiment 2 

The second experiment evaluates the performance of our proposal with respect to the ABLE 
algorithm using this “Nordland" dataset. As depicted in Fig. 5, both the HOG and LDB features 
using the proposed DTW (in green and blue) have outperformed the SIFT features, and also 
outperformed the same features using the ABLE algorithm. However, the HOG features have 
shown higher precision value for medium and higher recall values. 

5.4. Experiments using “St. Lucia" Dataset 

The experiments in this section are carried out using the “St. Lucia" dataset. The reference 
sequence was recorded at 8:45 o’clock morning, while the test sequence was recorded at the 
afternoon from the same day. Since the frames are tagged with its GPS coordinates values, a 15 
meters threshold is selected to discriminate true positive matches from false positive ones. 

Two experiments have been conducted using this dataset. The performance of the DTW 
algorithm is compared to the one of the ABLE algorithm and the SVM one. 

5.4.1. Experiment 1: DTW vs. ABLE  

The precision-recall curves resulted from these comparison with ABLE algorithm are shown in 
Fig. 6. The figure shows that the ABLE algorithm has resulted with  a lower precision, 
regardless the recall values is large or small. This low precision has been observed for the 
different three feature descriptors. Besides, the precision of DTW while using the  SIFT 
descriptor was small as well. The proposed DTW algorithm has shown a meaningfully higher 
precision for both descriptors HOG and LDB.  

5.4.2. Experiment 2: DTW vs. SVM  

Fig. 7 shows the comparison with SVM. The Figure shows lower precision using SVM 
algorithm. While the precision of DTW with SIFT descriptor was low, it achieved a  
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Fig. 6. Using the “St. Lucia" dataset, the performance of DTW and ABLE algorithms is compared 

using the three types of features, HOG, SIFT, and LDB. The precision-recall curves is used to quantify 
the performance. 

 
Fig. 7. Using the “St. Lucia" dataset, the performance of DTW and SVM algorithms is compared using 

the three types of features, HOG, SIFT, and LDB. The precision-recall curves is used to quantify the 
performance. 

significantly higher precision for both HOG and LDB descriptors. It can be concluded that 
DTW with HOG and LDB has the best results. 

5.5. Experiments using “Garden point” Dataset 

The performance of our algorithm is compared to both ABLE and SVM algorithms using the 
“Garden point'' dataset. The performance is quantified in the form of the precision-recall curve 
as depicted in Fig. 8 for comparison with ABLE and in Fig. 9 for comparison with SVM. 

Similar to the case with “St. Lucia" dataset, the proposed DTW algorithm has outperformed 
both the ABLE and SVM algorithms, as depicted in Fig. 8 and  Fig. 9 respectively. In these two 
figures, the precision-recall curve shows higher precision using the proposed DTW algorithm 
for all recall values. It is worth to notice that DTW has resulted with relatively lower  precision 
values using the “Garden point'' dataset than the case of using the “St. Lucia" dataset. This is  
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Fig. 8. Using the “Garden point" dataset, the performance of DTW and ABLE algorithms is compared 
using the three types of features, HOG, SIFT, and LDB. The precision-recall curves is used to quantify 

the performance.
 

 

 
Fig. 9. Using the “Garden point" dataset, the performance of DTW and SVM algorithms is compared 

using the three types of features, HOG, SIFT, and LDB. The precision-recall curves are used to 
quantify the performance. 

 

due to the nature of the “Garden point'' dataset since it is highly textured comparing to the `St. 
Lucia" dataset. In addition to the different in pose and illumination between the test and 
reference sequences. 

6. Conclusion Remarks  

The dynamic programming based DTW algorithm is used here to perform visual localization 
of an autonomous agent. The basic idea of the contribution in this paper is to achieve a visual 
localization by aligning the pre-knowledge of the agent about the environment, i.e. stored in the 
form of a previously observed sequence of images, to the currently observed sequence of 
images. 
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The matching is achieved by dynamic time warping. The evaluation results have shown higher 
precision values for most of the recall values while using the proposed DTW algorithm. This 
proves the superiority of it with respect to the ABLE and SVM algorithms. 

We plan to explore deep learning features with the proposed algorithm. In addition, a future 
work may include the introduction of encoding stage to reduce the complexity of the cost matrix 
calculation. Fisher vectors may help in reducing the dimensionality of the feature vector and 
also may eliminate the calculation of the complete cost matrix. 
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